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The Hopf envelope of the K-bialgebra associated to the multiplication of 
invertible n x n-matrices over associative algebras is given as residue class 
algebra of the free algebra K(X;jh : i, j = 1,. . n, h E iV) in non-commuting 
variables A$’ modulo the ideal I generated by Ci=, X,f’ . Xi? ’ ‘) - b,,, 
CL x,, (’ ’ ” . Xi;’ - b,, all i, j, h, see [T], Chapter I, 9 I, or [Ml, Chapter 4, (1.4). 
It is representing a functor Q = QGL,,, which is a subfunctor of the functor 
general linear group GL, of n x n-matrices on the category ‘ulg, of associative 
K-algebras with unit elements, and which could be called quantum general 
linear group, see [Ml, Chapter 4, (2.5). 
We also study canonical subfunctors Q* = Q*GL,, Q”’ = Q”GL,, of GL, and 
give Griibner bases for the ideals in K(Xijh’ : i, ,j = I. . . . n, h E IW) which define 
their coordinate algebras o(Q), U(Q’), c?(Q”), O(GL,), see [MO] for the 
notion of noncommutative Grijbner bases. 
0( Q*) is the envelope of c?( GL,) in the class of Hopf algebras with bijective 
antipode. 0( Qm) is the general residue class Hopf algebra of 0( Q*) whose an- 
tipode has order 2m. Our main result is a degree formula in A = O(Q), CJ(Q’) 
respectively 0( GL,). 
In Section 1 we introduce the semigroup-valued functor M,, and the group- 
valued functor GL, of n x n-matrices together with the multiplication as com- 
position on the category ‘ulg,. 
Certain properties of the transformation 7, which maps an invertible matrix 
a onto the transpose (a-‘)’ of the inverse a-’ of a, allow to define the sub- 
functors Q, Q’, Qm. 
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We study in Section 2 the coordinate algebra O(X) of a set-valued functor on 
‘%lg, and its relation to the representing algebra of a representable functor. We 
determine the coordinate algebras of the functors given in Section 1. 
Multiplication of matrices induces the structure of a bialgebra on O(A4,) and 
O(GL,), and O(Q*) . IS a Hopf algebra whose antipode is the antiautomor- 
phism s which maps x:’ onto xjf’+‘). c3( Q) is a sub-Hopf algebra of O( Q*). The 
comultiplication A is induced in all cases by the multiplication p : M,, x M,, -+ 
M,. If I denotes the commuting product of representable functors, see [PI, 
[G2], one has p(Q*l Q*) c Q*, p(Ql Q) c Q, p(Qml Qm) c Q”. This is car- 
ried out in Section 3. 
In Section 4 we show that the residue classes of the monomials in K(X,j”!) 
that are not multiples of some X,r’Xjjlh”‘, X,i” “)X@) X.‘“‘X,i~+~)Xj!~‘~’ or 
X(,h+Z)X(h+‘) 
nm I,/ X,‘!,, j form a K-vecto 
II/’ In 
n, r sp ace basis of A, compare [N], [GNT]. 
The existence of a canonical degree in A is shown in Section 5. We prove, that 
the degree of a product in A is the sum of the degrees of its factors. It follows, 
that there are no non-constant units in A. This also shows, that there is no non- 
constant natural transformation A : Q --) GL,. 
1. FUNCTORSOFMATRICES 
Let K be a commutative field, %?Ilg, the category of associative not necessa- 
rily commutative K-algebras with unit elements, and denote by En5 the cate- 
gory of sets. For every algebra R in 2lLg, and IZ E N, n > 1, let M,(R) = R”“” = 
{(rij),,l,i5n : rij E R} be the K-algebra of il x n-matrices with entries in R and 
GL,(R) = (Rnx”)* the group of units of M,,(R). We consider A4, and GL, as 
functors ‘1119, -+ Ett6. If ‘p : R 4 R’ is a morphism in %lg, then M,(p) re- 
spectively GL,(p) is given by r ++ p(r) with (p(r))tj = cp(ri,). 
G := GL, and A4 := M, are group- respectively semigroup-valued functors, 
the matrix-multiplication induces a natural transformation p : M x M + M 
respectively G x G -+ G, and there is a natural transformation u : G --) G which 
maps a E G(R) to gR(u) = a-‘, the inverse of a. 
There is a natural transformation 77 = (~1~)~ : G -+ M with nR given by 
r]R((aij)) = t((aijJm’), h w ere t((r;,)) := (rij)’ = (rji) is the transposition of IZ x n- 
matrices. Let Q,(R) be the inverse image of G(R) c M(R) by nR, and define 
iteratively Qh(R) := v,‘(Q~_~(R)) c Qh-,(R) for all h. Now with QGLn(R) := 
oh Qh(R) one obtains a subfunctor QGLn of G, which is the largest subfunctor 
Q of G such that qR(Q) c Q. 
In addition, let Q*GLn be the following subfunctor of G = GL,: Take Q;(R) := 
~R(Q(R)) and Q:(R) := ~R(Q~-I(R)), and let Q*GL,(R) := fJ, Q:(R). Thus 
7; : Q*GL,(R) + Q*GL,(R) given by TA((aij)) = (t(aij)))‘, is well-defined. 
Q*GLn is the largest subfunctor Q* of GL, such that $(Q*) = Q*. 
For all m > 1 we also define the functors Qm = Q”GLn with Q”(R) := 
{u : ~$‘(a) = u} c Q*. 
If i? is a commutative algebra, then G(R) = Q(R) = Q*(R) = Q”(R). Con- 
sidering algebras of the form R = Mn(K), and using the fact that M,, o M,,, cz 
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IV,,.,,,, it is not difficult to find examples of matrices a and b, inverse to each 
other, with 6’ not invertible, because transposing a block n x n-matrix of m x m 
blocks is not the same as transposing an mn x mn-matrix. Thus there are u E 
G(R) which are not in Q(R). 
Q*(R), for every R, contains, for example, the set of all triangular matrices 
with invertible diagonal, compare [G2]. 
2. REPRESENTING ALGEBRAS 
Denote by K(S) the associative unital K-algebra freely generated by the 
set S = {X, _ . (” 1 < i j < n h E Z} of noncommuting variables. K(S) is the 1 
monoid K-algebra of the monoid W(S) of words over the alphabet S. For all 
f’ E K(S) we will denote by supp(f‘) the minimal subset U of W(S) with j’ E 
K[U]. There is a canonical degree deg : K(S) - (0) + N. For all u’ E W(S) we 
have deg(,v) = length(iv). 
We will also regard the subsets Si = {Xi:“’ : i:j = l> . n, h E N}, S”,“’ = 
{X,:“’ : i,j = 1,. . ,n,O<h<m},m> l,andS”={X~~“‘:i,j=l . . . . . n)ofS. 
By definition, for every object A in %lg,, h, is the Horn-functor 
Ilq(R) = 911gK(A,R). The algebra K(S”) represents A4,1. i.e. there is a natural 
isomorphism 1J4~2 hKcSo). 
Denoting by ?Ilg, the category of functors ?llg, 4 Eztogether with their 
natural morphisms, we obtain the functor h. : 31~~ - ?I@,. given by A +- h I 
and u H h, with (h,),(L)) = 11 o u for morphisms u : A’ + A and 7’ : .4 - R. 
The functor G := hKixl is the forgetful functor $11~~ 4 EnG. 
Proposition 1. (i) There is u functor c? : ?GK + ?llgF such thut c?(X) consists 
oj‘all natural morphisms X ---t A, for each set-valuedfunctor Xon ?11g,. 
(ii) ((3, II.) is a pair of adjoktfunctors, i.e. there is a natural isomorphism (11 = 
(~I+!~,~,,~) : ?llgK(.4, c?(X)) + ?Ug,(X> h4). 
(iii) 0 o h._&zaturally isomorphic to Id : VllgT + %lgy. 
(iv) X E ?llg, is representable, [fl(h. o C?)(X) E X. 
In [DG], Capter I, this statement is proved for the category ?llgz of com- 
mutative algebras. See [HI, 4 4. for a generalization on Pllg,. 
c3( X) is called the coordinate algebra or algebra of global functions on X. 
Let I = 1(f;j”‘,g,y’) be the two-sided ideal in K(S) = K(Xilh’ : 1 5 i. ,j 5 II. 
h E Z) generated by 
for all 1 < i, j 5 n, h E Z. 
Let A(F) = K(S)/Z be the residue class algebra and let 7r : K(S) --t A(F) be the 
canonical projection map. We will also denote the residue classes 7r(Xl:“‘) by 
.$“’ 
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Proposition 2. (i) The functors G, Q*, Qm and Q : %lg, + @kts are represent- 
able. 
(‘I (‘I (ii) O(G) = K(S”*‘)/Z(xj ,g, ). It isprovided with the structure of a cogroup- 
object in Ug, with comultiplication C?(p) given by xt’ w CI=, L~(x/~‘)L~(x,$‘), 
xh” H Ci=, L~(x~;)) L,(x$‘), where ll and ~~ denote the canonical injections into 
the coproduct in 9Ug,. 
(iii) O(Q*) = K(S)/Z(f;,(h’,g,jh’ : h E Z). 
(iv) 0(Q) = K(S+)/Z(f;,‘h’,g,jih’ : h E N). 
(v) c?(Q”) = K(S0~2”)/Z(Xi~“’ - ~~“‘,J;~“‘,g~’ : 0 < h 5 2m - 1). 
(vi) O(n) : 0(Q) + O(Q) respectively 0( Q*) + 0( Q*) is the algebra homo- 
morphism given by Xl/(h) H X?jh+“. 
Proof. Consider Q*. The definition of Z(xy’,gt)) shows that the matrices 
($9 l<i,,<” and (Xtjlr+‘)):<i.,<n become inverse to each other modulo I. As 
each family (a(h’),tZ of matrices with vR(ach)) = a@+‘) (for all h) is uniquely 
determined by a co), it is clear that the natural transformation v : hKCSjII 4 Q* 
given by uk(s)jt(idK(s)/,) = (x~)),S,.,SE E Q*(K(S)/Z) is an isomorphism. In the 
same way one represents G, Q and Qm. 
As G = GL, together with matrix-multiplication ZL is a group-valued functor, 
we get the cogroup-structure. Similarly one gets O(n). For details, see [HI, 
95. 0 
Remark. We could use variables with (x,0))’ = (xf+‘)), but we prefer the above 
representation, so that some formulas in the following will become shorter. 
3. QUANTUM GENERAL LINEAR GROUPS 
Q and Q* are not group-valued functors if n # 1, but we have a. b t 
Q(R) whenever (a, b) E Q I Q := hoce, ooCo)(R), i.e. with commutator 
[x:‘(a), x$‘(b)] = 0 f or all h, i, j, k, 1. Similarly one has a multiplication 
Q*l Q* + Q*. We are now going to view these functors as quantum linear 
groups, see [PW], and pay attention to the bialgebra respectively Hopf algebra- 
structure of their coordinate algebras. O(GL,) = K[x, l/x] is a bialgebra with 
antipode x H l/x, i.e. a Hopf algebra, see [A], [K] for the notion of Hopf alge- 
bras and quantum groups. 
From now on let n > 2. In this case, the bialgebra associated to G = GL, is 
not equal to its Hopf envelope. 
Proposition 3. (i) C?(M) and C?(G) are K-bialgebras for all n E N with comulti- 
plication given by XI:!” H xi=, xi’ @ XL!’ and counit given by x:’ H 6,. 
(ii> o(Q), WQ”‘) and O(Q*) are Hopf algebras. The antipode s : Q* + Q* is 
the K-anti-algebra-homomorphism with s(xr’) = xf+‘). 
(iii) O(Q) is the Hopf envelope ofO(M) and O(G). 
(iv) 0( Q*) is the envelope of O(M) and O(G) in the class of Hopf algebras with 
bijective antipode. 
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Proof. (i) To show that O(M) respectively O(G) is a K-bialgebra one observes 
that the above comultiplication A induced by the multiplication of matrices 
fulfills the properties (id @ A) o A = (A @ id) o A and C, E(X,F))X::’ = X,:“. 
see [A]. 
(ii) The algebra O(Q) respectively O(Q*) is generated by the x:’ and we 
have A(_qr’) = Cz=, x,‘kh’ ~3 xl!‘. Therefore a given K-anti-algebra-homo- 
morphism s : O(Q) + O(Q) respectively O(Q*) i O( Q’) is an antipode, iff 
$, S(.X,‘,“‘) ' XL:' = S,j = $, x,:"' . ~(.a$') for all i,j, h. 
Let S : K(S) + K(S) be the K-anti-algebra-homomorphism with $X,:h’) = 
,jhi”. Then S(f;:“‘) = g/jh+” and S(g,ih’) =J;:ht ‘I. Hence S induces an anti- 
algebra-homomorphism s with the desired properties. see also [Ml, p. 128. 
(iii), (iv) Compare [Ml, p. 127. 0 
4. K-BASES 
Let n > 2. We order the set S = {X,)“’ : i, j = l( . , II, k E 22). in the following 
way: 
Let X,lh:/ < X$i, if h, < h2 or h, = hz, i, < i2 or h, = hz, i, = iz, j, < jz. 
This ordering is extended to the degree-lexicographic ordering of all words 
in W(S). If deg(w) < deg(w’) we have w < )v’. Words of equal length are or- 
dered lexicographically. 
For all i, I.,j = 1, . . . , n, h E Z define p$‘, 4;:’ E K(S) 
P 
I$’ := x,;~ir,;“+” _J;;h’X,r+” 
n-l n-l 
= c &?‘J/,f’ “X,! + 2) _ c y$_y,:” ’ “$A ’ 21 _ a/&h + &X,II’ ’ 2’ 
k=I k=l 
= ,yi;h)$h+‘) -j=;“‘J$ - 21 where I;,‘“’ :J;“’ _ x,i(l’~$ ’ ‘1 
Y 
(hI ._ X’h+21 ihi 
I!, ‘- nr 
Ih+ll$hl 
.a, - gt/ n/ 
n-1 n-1 
= c p(h+y;+‘~&;) _ c glh’y’:‘+“p;’ _ 6/J;,“” + b,,/y;;’ 
k=l k=1 
= x,‘h+?$;) _ g;;+‘)x;,f) where &,“I := g;,“’ _ jQ,k+“x,/;’ 
LetF:=F,:={&(h),gljlh):i,j=l ,..., n,hEZ}U{p,j:‘,q,::‘:i.I,j=l,... %n.hEZ}. 
Lemma 1. The following formulas holdfor all i. j. h: 
(ii) 
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Proof. 
k&)px;;) = 2 ( 2 x..kk(:+l) - bik 
k=I /=I > 
I=1 
which proves (i). The proof of (ii) is similar. q 
Denote by V the set of leading monomials II(~) of all f E F with respect to 
the degree-lexicographical ordering, i.e. 
The map v : F -+ V associating each polynomial in F its leading monomial is 
bijective. Let y be its inverse. H(V) := W(S) . V. W(S) is the monoid ideal in 
W(S) generated by K We define B := W(S) - H(V). 
Any ideal I has a unique reduced Griibner basis, see [MO], Proposition (1.1). 
Theorem 1. F is the reduced Griibner basis of Z(F) for all n, i.e. 
(i) H(V) = v(l(F)). 
(ii) The leading coeficient off E F is equal to 1. 
(iii) supp(f) -w(f) c Bforallf E F. 
To prove this assertion, we are going to use a criterion of [G], Section 7. 
Denote by p := ,& : K(Xy’) --f K(X$“) the K-linear projection map asso- 
ciating to each polynomial its canonical left reduction, see [G]. 
Ker(p) is the right ideal in K(S) generated by all b$wo) with b E B and 
u. E V, where (b,v,) is left strict normal in the sense of [G], Section 1. This 
means, that if 6’ E B with b’vi = bvO then deg(b) 5 deg(b’). One has p(fif2) = 
p(p(fi )f2) for any fi ,fi E K(S). 
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) The set of overlaps DV = {(ao,a,, a*): ao, a,,a2 E 
W(S) - {l}, aOal and ala2 E V} consists of the types 
a,, = (Xi?‘, Xl!+‘), Xjf+‘)), a/,8 = (A$‘, Xnjlh+‘), A$!‘), 
ar.p = (X;jlh), A$+l), X,!~‘~‘X,i~~:‘), 
a,, = (&r+‘), Xji+‘), X,‘!:,\‘X,‘!),,j), 
a Q,f = (X~,lh+Z’X,‘h:,:‘,Xnol,n,~~+‘~), 
a 4,p = (x:1”+2)xn(“:.:‘, x (h)l,n, x,y:‘x,‘“,’ 1) 
and the following six types, which can be treated in a similar way: 
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Set h(a) := aor(alaz) - y(aoal)a2 for all a = (a,,,a,,aJ E DV. The theorem is 
proved if we show that {p(h(a)) : a E DV} = {0}, see [G], Proposition 7.1. 
As p(y(aoa’)a2) = 0 it suffices to show ,o(ao$ala2)) = 0 for all types of over- 
laps. 
(ii) Let a be of type af,f. Then a,, =X$‘, y(a’az) =f;ih-’ ” and p(X$‘f;:ht “) = 
p(X,p’Xirt “xjLh+2i+ Ji/j~h)~~+‘)) = ~(-J;:~‘X,jlh+~‘+X~jlh)~~*“‘) = p(p::‘) = 0. Re- 
member that type ag,g is similar. 
(iii) Now we consider af,g = (X,i(l’: X,,(i +‘I, X/,!‘), with y(ala2) = &‘. Applying 
p to Lemma (i) one gets 0 = p( x1=, X,i”‘g,i”‘). For all I < II there is no c E D V 
with c0 = X,:“‘, cl = X,$+‘) for any k. Thus we get X,i”‘g:;“’ E Ker(p) for all I < n. 
see above, and therefore p(X,i(2’g,$“) = 0. 
(iv) Let a be of type a,,f. Then a0 = X~Lh’z’X~!~,\’ and y(ala2) =A?‘,,,. It fol- 
lows from Lemma (ii) that C:=, X,!‘t2)Xr~C’)~~h’ = Ci=, X$“‘g~~‘X,p’ ‘! 
Applying p to the right hand side one gets 0, because p(X,jh+2’g/!)) = 0 corre- 
sponds to overlap type a,,,. If I 5 n - 2 there is no c E DV with C’C~ = 
X’hlX,‘h ’ ‘) 
?-?? (h:nZ, 
=u(f;,‘“‘), so X,i”“‘X,~ ’ “#” E Ker(p) for all 1 < n - 2. Thus 
P(X, x,‘“:,\‘f,‘“‘,,,) = p(-X~~+‘)X$+‘)fni”‘) = p(g,:““if,lh’) x0, because g,y+” = 
C:~r: Xrjh+“XVy+‘) - S,, with Xr~.hi2’Xr~+‘)X,ikh) and X,:’ “XRT’$ I’ for r # n. 
(v) Using the above description of Ker( p) and the rule p(fifi) = p( p(J’)f2) 
we can conclude from (ii)- that p(‘~f,‘~‘) = p(wxgz’) = 0 for all ‘V E K(S) 
and all i, j, h. Thus p(X!p+“q$!) = p(X,r”‘X,$ ’ “g/:’ - X,p’ “g,!f”‘X!:‘) = 0 
and in the same way p(X$‘p,‘~+“) = 0 and p(X,!‘+“X,,‘!i ‘,‘p,i! ,.l,) = 0 which we 
had to show for types ar,q, a,:,. a,,. q 
Let now F’ = F n St and A(F+) = K(S’)/Z(F’). Then A(F+) = O(Q). 
Theorem 2. F. is the reduced Griibner basis of I(F’ ) ,for all n. 
Proof. This is proved similarly to Theorem 1. 0 
Corollary 1. With B = W(S) - H(V), B’ = W(S) ~ H(w(F+)), nle have: 
(i) The family of monomials x(b), b E B, forms a K-vectorspace basis of’ 
Q(P). 
(ii) The family of monomials n(b), b E B+. ,forms a K-vectorspace basis qf 
O(P). 
Proof. We have B = W(S) - u(Z(F)). One can show, see [MO], Theorem (l.l), 
that K[B] @ I(F) = K(S). N ow we have got an isomorphism CY : K[B] + A(F) 
given by X!i”’ H xr’. q 
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The same K-vectorspace basis of 0(Q) ’ g is iven in [N] using the diamond- 
lemma of [B]. 
The set of leading monomials of F”,’ := {J!“‘,g,~‘} c So%’ = 
{X;y’ : i, j = 1,. . . , n, h = 0, l} is V”,’ = {X~,!‘)J$“), X$‘+“X,,$}. The inclusion 
s 0,’ + s = {A-‘*’ : i, j = 1,. . 'J ,n, h E N} induces the algebra homomorphism 
O(L) : 0(G) + c?(Q), which maps XT’ to xr’, where L is the inclusion of func- 
tors Q c G. 
Using V”,’ = V n So,’ and reviewing the proof of Theorem 1, part (iii), one 
gets parts (i)-(iii) of the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. (i) F”,’ is the reduced Griibner basis of Z(FOj’) for all n. 
(ii) O(GL,) c O(QGL,). 
(iii) A K-vectorspace basis of U( GL,) isformed by the monomials XI’,!;: . . . . xf’;! 
together with 1 (case r = 0) with Xr~~~~ . . . . . A’,,‘:;! q! H({Xif))Xjf), X~~‘X~Jo’})_ 
(iv) This are 2n2 . (2n2 - l)r-’ monomialsfor each r > 1. 
Proof. It remains to show, that {Tit:,) . . . . Xi,@;! @ H}, H := 
H({Xi!,@XJF’, X,$)X,‘?}), has 2n2 . (2n2 - l)‘-’ elements for each r > 2. Let us 
choose step by step the 3r indices i,, j,, h, avoiding the words of H. B(l) means 
the I- th letter and we start at I = 1. 
(i) Choose h, E (0, 1). If one has chosen h, = 0 then choose i,, in the other 
case j,, between 1 and n. 
(ii) Now choose hi+, and the index of B(E) which remains to be chosen and 
one index of B(I + l), namely either i,, if h !+, = 0, or j, in the other case. There is 
exactly one combination not allowed, namely (h, f 1, n, n), so there are 2n2 - 1 
possibilities. 
If I < r - 1 increase I by 1 and repeat step (ii). 
(iii) In the last step one chooses the remaining free index of B(r) between 1 
and n. 
Thus we have got 2n. (2n2 - l)‘-’ . n possibilities. q 
5. UNITS 
Lemma 2. Let 6, c E W = W(S), deg(b) = r, deg(c) = s. 
(i) Zfb, c E B = W(S) - H(V), then deg(p(bc)) = r + s. 
(ii) Zf(b, c), (b’, c’) E B x B, deg(b’) = deg(b) = r, deg(c’) = deg(c) = s, with 
(b,c) # (b’,c’) and w = v(p(bc)) = w(p(b’c’)), then either v(p(bc’)) > w or 
w(p(b’c)) > w. 
Proof. (1) Let b = y,y,_, . . . y2yI, c = zl . . . z, with yi,z, E S and bk := 
y,y,_, . . . ‘yk+l, ck := ?$+I . . . . .z,. Then p(bc) = bc iff bc E B. Obviously 
bc 6 B iff one of the following cases occurs: 
yiz~ E I’, := {v(f;i(h’), y(gt)) : all i, j, h} 
y1s1s2 or y2yiz3 E V3 := {v(p/l)), v(q/:‘) : all i,Z,j,h}. 
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The leading term v(p(bc)) of the reduction p(hc) of be can be computed. The 
result for n 2 3 is as follows: 
If y,z, = ~(Jj~‘l!hi), then 
‘l(P(bC)) = 
b,x,j:‘,xJ(h,+l)c, : y3y2 # x,~~-~~~x,!,~~:‘, 
b,X,!h,‘_ 2x/(L! l)c, otherwise. 
If JB,:, = t(g,:“‘), then 
: 4’y, # x;‘:; I ‘IX,,‘” ;,‘; 
otherwise. 
Ify,z,z, = u(p,t’), then v(p(hc)) = h,X,f'X,i~'~'X,'",'i'~'2. 
If pz,zr = tfq,:)), then v(p(h’c)) = h,X~,h’21X,lihf,:‘X,jh’Z jc2. 
If y2y,z, = U( p,;‘), then V( p(bc)) = b,XiF’X,,L’ 1)X,!“, i’c,. 
Ify2y,r, = u(q,c’), then w(p(bc)) = hzX~~h+‘,X,jh i:‘X,‘!‘,,,c,. 
We will prove the first and the third of these formulas. The proofs of the 
others are similar. 
lfl’,-,=l,(,f;:h’),onegetsp(y,z,)=(5,,-CZ_I X,:h’X,~ht”andp(h,p(y,z,)c,)= 
p(bc). If yjy2 # X;;-z’X;,;:‘l), one can easily check that r~(b,p(y,z,)c,) E B 
as J’~ # XL!,‘;- ’I, which shows that v(h,p(y,z,)c,) = h,X,‘i’. ,X,,~+~)c,. 
If 2’3yz = X,1,” ?I X&-l/, then ~(My,=,)c,) = bjel(~,,~~ ,h--“) X,!~‘~)c, from which 
follows that ~(b,p(y,z,)c,) <b,X,(~!zX,jj:~‘:‘c,=~l(b,p(l.,~,)(., -r~(b,~(.r,z,)c,)). 
As h, Xth’ r,n _ 2 X,!fi?k’c, E B, the first formula is proved. 
If y2yIzl = ~(p,;‘), one has zl(p( yzylz,)) = X,p’X,‘f:i~‘X,!“,‘~‘. One can check 
easily that h, 11( p( y, ~~-7~)) c2 E B. 
Thus ~(p(bc)) = ~(b,p(y,z,z~)c~) = h,Xi~‘X,‘“,If’X,lh,,~‘~2. 
(2) The formulas in (1) show, that deg(p(bc)) = deg(h) + deg(c), which 
proves (if for n > 3. 
(3) Let ~~(p(hc))=b.T,b=y~....~~,,c=~,.....~,,~~,~,ES. LetE:S-Z 
be the map which associates the upper index h to X,jh’. If bc @ B, then 
IE(.v,) - E(:,)/ = 1. If (E(~,),E(z,)) = (h,h+ 1). then: _j7,-_, = X,ii!,X,!f:!:’ or 
X,,‘i!,X,!ti:) if ylz, = v(J;i’“‘), and Ji,?, = X,p’X,!h,yi’ if J~,z,z~ = ~(p$‘), and 
.P?ji,?, = X,!“‘X,,“,?~‘Xj!f:?:’ if y:y,z, = U( p$‘), while _Vzy,Z, = X~,“,,:‘,‘X,!fi’~ ,X,!f:+i’ 
if y,:, = ‘~,(f;l(~)) and y,v, = X1!,“Rm “X:,1:‘,‘. 
This shows that bc E B, b? E B and hc > zr(p(bc)). bc > u(p(bc)). This also 
shows, that u(p(b’c’)) # u(p(bc)) if b’, c’ E B, deg(b’) = deg(b), deg(c’) = 
deg(c) and b’c’ @ B. 
Thus, (ii) is proved for n 2 3. 
(4) From now on let n = 2. Let o = (o,, . . . ok), where N, is a map { 1 1 2) d 
{ 1.2). Define 
7lhJ ._ x(h) 
II ‘- q(l1.I 
X(h+l)Tih+2~ 
n,c2).I (q.. ,“k)’ 
Then I?jkh), 7:“’ E B<:={wE B: w=z,...: Zp?/-l 2 l,L, E S.E(Zi+,) = I +E(Tj) 
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for all i}. Let w E B<. If deg(w) is even, there exists a unique pair (0, o) 
with /3 = (p,, . . . ,a), a = (a,, . . . , ak), where /3i, ai are maps { 1,2} + { 1,2} 
such that w = r@)17@+21) or w = X,(h-,)?(h)~T(h+2/)X(h+21+2k) 
8 CI 11 B a j2 . If deg(w) is 
odd, there exist i E { 1,2} and a unique pair (0, a) such that either u’ = 
:I<k 
: I > k. 
This is proved by induction on I using the formula from step (5) above. 
(7) Let now b = y, . . . . y,, c = z, . . . . z, E B. If I&( JJ,) - Ed # 1, then 
bc E B and there is no pair (b’,c’) E B x B with deg(b’) = Y, deg(c’) = s and 
u(p(b’c’)) = bc. Let now E(z,) = 1 + E( JJ,). There are maximal numbers Y,, s, 
such that 8 = y,, . . :y,, c^=.z, . . ..z., E B<. Then b = b,, i, c = I?,, and 
v(p(bc)) = b,,v(p(&))c,, . Using steps (4)-(6) one can show, that deg(p(&)) = 
deg(8) + deg(Z). Using (6) and the standard representation in (4), one can 
compute ~(p(&)) f or each pair (8, t). As there are four types of words in B<, 
one has to compute 16 cases. Then one can check that (ii) holds. We leave the 
deails to the reader. 
(8) If &(Z,) = &(Y,) - 1 one proves for B’ := {w E B : w = -7, . . . . zu, p 2 1, 
Zi E S, E(z,+,) = E(z,) - 1 for all i> analogues of the decomposition in (4) and of 
the statements in (5), (6) to obtain a proof also in this case. IJ 
Let f E c?(Q*), f # 0. Define a(f) := deg(f), wheref E K[B] with a(f) = 
f. Then a(f) = 0, iff f E K’ = K - (0). It is easy to see, that a(f 'g) 5 
8(f) +8(g). 
Theorem4. Letf,g E O(Q*) - (0). Then 
(9 fg # 0 
(3 a(f. g) = WJ + d(g). 
Proof. We will assume that f ,g E K[B] and that a(f. g) = 0 or a( f. g) < 
a(f) + d(g) and deduce a contradiction. 
Let w:=max{u(p(bc)) : bEsupp(f),cEsupp(g),deg(b)=deg(f),deg(c) = 
deg(g)} and T= {(b,c) : b E swp(f),c E swp(g),deg(b) = dedf),deg(c) = 
deg(g), w(p(bc)) = w}. By Lemma 2(i) we get deg(w) = deg(b) + deg(c) = 
de(f) +deg(g).Ifthus (kc) E supp(f) x supp(g), (b, c) # T, then +(bc)) < 
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W, because deg(p(bc)) < deg(w) if deg(b) < deg(f) or deg(c) < deg(g) and 
t~(p(bc)) < M’ if deg(b) = deg(f), deg(c) = deg(g) and (b, c) $ T. 
Let (6,, cl) E T. If T contains only one element, then there are A, p E K * such 
that f = Xb, +f’, g = pcl +g’, with supp(f’) = supp(f) - {b,}, supp(g’) = 
suppk) - ICI]. Then p(k) = +P(~IC~) + Xp(k’) + ~(f’c,) + ~(f’g’) and 
t~(~(b,c,)) = IV, cr(p(b,g’)) < W, u(p(f’c,)) < u’, rj(p(f’g’)) < IV. Hence 
Ll( p(fg)) = W, which contradicts the above assumption. 
Thus T contains more than one element and we choose (b?, c2j E T with 
(h,.c,) # (h?>c?). By Lemma 2(ii) we get v(p(h,c,)) > w or t(~(h~c,)) > IV. 
which is a contradiction. o 
Corollary 2. The group of units of A. A = (3( Q*). c?(Q) respectively O(G) 1 is K’. 
Proof. a(Lq) = a(f) + a(g) > a( 1) if f or g is not constant. 0 
Concluding remarks. (i) The determinant of a n x n-matrix is a natural 
transformation det : GL, 1 )ulgi + GL, 1 ?llgi, where ?flgz is the category of 
commutative algebras. There is no non-constant natural transformation 
d : GL, + GL,, because O(GL,) = K[x, l/x] and O(d)(x) is a unit in O(GL,,). 
which is a constant by Corollary 2. 
(ii) It seems worthwile to investigate the relation between Qm and the 
examples of Hopf algebras whose antipode has even finite order given in [Ta]. 
WV. 
(iii) Using the concept of Grobner bases and the prescription in [Ml, Chap- 
ter (4.2), one should be able to construct and determine new quantum sub- 
groups of automorphisms on non-quadratic quantum spaces. 
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